
Poor information equals…
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Lesson Exit Slip
Fold this side of the page over and without looking 
at what you’ve done today try to write down in the 

white box what you’ve learned this lesson.

“I learned what a….was” 
“I found out that…” 

“I now know…”

Feedback/grade from your teacher

Your response to your feedback

Grade

When searching the web we use criteria - what criteria might you enter 
to search for the newest iPad with the largest memory?

URLS….can you identify the parts of a URL?

Better searching…

Criteria…

http://www.bbc.co.uk

URL stands for:

Questions…

Web searching…

List types of information…

Poor information equals…

Add the missing words to this sentence…

When searching the ________ you use a search ______ like Google 
or Yahoo. When you search for information you have to enter clear 
c_______ so that your search is effective.

If you wanted to find images of the newest iPhone - what might your 
search criteria be?

Reliability…

Explain 3 ways you can check that information you find online is reliable…

1 2 3

3c 5c

What is the impact of using poor information or data?

Choose which of these words to use above; 
criteria, careful, web, tool, engine, Internet

3B 5A

Why is it important to use as many key words as possible when searching the web?

Its is important to use as much search criteria as possible because…

Can you explain why it is important to be able to ask good questions?

Can you identify and explain 3 words which can make questions more powerful?

LAST THING: Can you list 3 search engines 
without mentioning Google?

3C
6A

http://www.bbc.co.uk


Level 6 challenges:
Rank these sites in order of reliability and explain your 

choice >  

Wikipedia, BBC news, Jamie Olivers food blog.

6b

Justify why search criteria is more important than 
simply typing a question into  search engine… 

6a

Grade and justify:

Reliable

6c

NOT 
Reliable

Review your work on this sheet and then give yourself an 
overall grade. After doing this you must justify your grade 
with a detailed explanation of how you’ve earned it.


